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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1The goal of the guide is to raise awareness and introduce key actions homeowners can take to protect properties from flood, drought, fire, and invasive species. Directed at both new landowners and long-time residents, this guide illustrates cost-effective investments that will create safer, more resilient communities and explains simple options to modify homes and landscaping.  One of the principal aims was to engage realtors in the topic of climate resilience as it relates to homeowners.We took bottom-up approach and tried not to preach.The messages are broken into bite size information chunks with lots of photos and illustrations.Further reading can be done by clicking through over 70  suggested links which will provide a deeper dive into the topics addressed in the guide.
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Slide 7Table of contentList the topicsThere is an interconnectedness between all these overlapping issues.Contradictory issues – compromising solutionsExplores risk/reward scenarios







Outdated 
Traditional 
Gardens

• Inappropriate plants for semi-arid climate 
• High water use
• Don’t reflect regional identity
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Slide 12Outdated Traditional GardensInappropriate plants for a semi-arid region High water useWho makes decision for “de-fault” landscape?Nurseries, public, developers ??  Lobbyists?  Facts such as:  Natural gardens are more resilient as climate change threats and impacts occur more frequently
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Slide 10Protect Natural ForeshoreRPBio to aspire to influence Need good governance, by-lawsChecks and balances Where are the biologists in relation to decision makingQEP’s Site Assessments -  Not to remove soil, existing plants, disturb creek beds Biologists: decline of ecosystems, loss of species and habitatsLoss of habitatLand/ terrestrialForeshore/ aquatic / wetlandsBuffers/ edge habitatComplaint driven. Guidelines and Voluntary Action, fines are too smallChecks and balancesProperty owners get away with lenient assessmentsThe Professional Standards for Qualified Professionals for Foreshore assessments have to be consistent



How will this guide help qualified professionals?

• A communication tool with landowners
• Bridges the knowledge gap
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Slide 5How will this guide help R.P. Bios?How do we guide landowners to better land and water management practices?To help preserve or recreate some of the natural habitat on private properties.To prevent further degradation.
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Slide 9Understanding your flood risksRecent new stories of the Quebec and Ontario floods are now actively discussing the true costs of repeatedly bailing out flooded homeowners and are addressing the idea of people out of flood zones.Property tax vs. cost of flood disaster vs. cost relocation









Credit: Lisa Scott
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Slide 22Wildlife trees of the Okanagan – species depend on themMigratory Birds Convention ActFireSmart experts and RPBio’s need to coordinate tree removals 



Upcoming Seminars Valley-wide

“Unpacking the Guide”

• Realtors
• Mortgage brokers  
• General public
• Syilx Okanagan People
• 1 RDNO
• 1 RDCO
• 6 RDOS
• 2 ONA



Thank you!

Illustration: K. Moran
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